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Results of Program

Since its inception in January 2003, the program has provided support for 1 research professor and a total of 10 Graduate Research Scholar Assistants, of these all 10 have completed their MS degree program. The program has generated 10 MS thesis. This Grant has been

Participants and Activities

Participants during this period included:

John L. Whitesides, Professor and Principal Investigator
Paul A. Cooper, Research Professor and Principal Investigator
Graduate Research Scholar Assistant

Activities:

A List of seminars presented is given in Appendix A.
A list of publications and presentations is given in Appendix B.
The Graduate Research Scholar Assistants supported in whole or in part under this award and their initial employer upon graduation from GW are listed in Appendix C.
APPENDIX A

SEMINARS PRESENTED


APPENDIX B

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS


APPENDIX C

GRADUATES

Summer 2003
Black, Jonathan T.

Fall 2003
Lunceford, Robert M.

Summer 2004
Nelson, Anthony W.
Osborne, Erik W.
Puschmann, Carrie L.
Sanders, Jerome C.
Splinter, Scott C.
Walker, Eric N.
Wijayratne, Dulnath D.

Fall 2004
Gifford, Andrew R.

EMPLOYED BY

University of Kentucky (job/grad school)
Applied Research Associates, Vicksburg, MS
Lockheed Martin Space Systems, Littleton, CO
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, Everett, WA
Unknown
University of Connecticut (DSc)
Lockheed Martin Space Operations @ NASA LaRC, VA
Orbital Sciences Corporation, Dulles, VA
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, Everett, WA
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University